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Many programming models, e.g., MapReduce, introduce precedence constraints between the jobs. This 
paper formalizes a notion of precedence constraints, called fractional precedence constraints, where 
the progress of follower jobs only has to lag behind (fractionally) their leads. For a general set of 
fractional precedence constraints between the jobs, this paper provides a new class of preemptive 
scheduling algorithms on unrelated machines that have arbitrary processing speeds. In particular, for a 
given makespan, we establish both sufficient and necessary conditions on the existence of a feasible job 
schedule, and then propose an efficient scheduling algorithm based on a novel matrix decomposition 
method, if the sufficient conditions are satisfied. The algorithm is shown to be a Polynomial-Time 
Approximation Scheme (PTAS), i.e., its solution is able to achieve any feasible makespan with an 
approximation bound of 1 + ε, for an arbitrary ε > 0.

© 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Scheduling jobs on distributed servers is a widely studied area 
in operations research and computer science [17,10]. Many pro-
gramming models and applications in real world introduce some 
form of precedence constraints between the jobs, meaning that the 
processing of some (follower) jobs are required to wait until the 
completion of other (lead) jobs. An example of such precedence 
constraints can be found in the popular MapReduce framework [8], 
which consists of two successive phases – map phase and reduce 
phase – where a reduce phase cannot begin to process until its 
related map phase is completed to some extent. Job scheduling 
under precedence constraints has been studied in [17] and ap-
proximation algorithms have been provided under a number of 
different conditions [11,12,15,6,9,14,3]. However, in the presence 
of precedence constraints, optimally scheduling jobs on unrelated 
machines that have arbitrary processing speeds is still an open 
problem.

In this paper, we consider a new form of precedence con-
straints, called fractional precedence constraints, where the percent-
age progress of follower jobs must always stay behind (fractionally) 
lead jobs. We focus on the optimal job scheduling problem on 
multiple unrelated machines under general fractional precedence 
constraints. In particular, we represent the precedence constraints 
by a directed acyclic graph, in which each vertex denotes a job 
and each arc denotes a fractional precedence constraint between 
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a pair of dependent jobs. The constraint between the jobs j and 
j′ , represented as j ≺ j′ , implies that the completion percentage 
of (lead) job j must be greater than or equal to the comple-
tion percentage of (follower) job j′ at any given time t . This re-
laxes the strict precedence constraints considered in prior work 
such as [15], where job j′ cannot begin to process until job j
has completely finished. Not only does fractional precedence con-
straints introduce a new model for scheduling dependent jobs, it 
is also strongly motivated by the development in practical systems, 
e.g., the Hadoop MapReduce framework [1] that allows reduce 
phase to follow map phase by a tunable gap parameterized by the 
mapred.reduce.slowstart.completed.maps field. More precisely, re-
duce tasks can process in parallel and utilize the results available 
from map tasks, while their progress must lag behind to satisfy 
the causality requirement. The proposed fractional precedence con-
straint formalizes the notion of such job dependence in the context 
of scheduling and illuminates new design opportunities beyond the 
assumption of strict precedence constraints.

Our main contribution is to provide a 1 +ε-approximation algo-
rithm for preemptive scheduling under fractional precedence con-
straints on unrelated machines, with the aim of minimizing the 
makespan. By unrelated machine, we do not assume any relation 
between the processing time of a job on different machines and 
consider a practical system model, where machines can have ar-
bitrary processing speeds for different jobs. Further, in this paper 
we consider the preemptive scheduling strategy, since it allows for 
a job to be interrupted and resumed later on the same or a dif-
ferent machine thus providing additional flexibility as compared to 
non-preemptive scheduling that forbids the interruption of a job 
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execution until it is completed. Without precedence constraints, 
optimal low-complexity algorithms for preemptive job scheduling 
have been shown for the makespan as well as the weighted com-
pletion time objectives [17]. It is shown in [7] that preempting 
jobs can reduce the makespan by up to 33% as compared to a non-
preemptive two-machine scheduling.

To develop an approximation algorithm for the scheduling 
problem, we first establish both necessary and sufficient conditions 
on the existence of a feasible job schedule under the fractional 
precedence constraints. This paper also assumes that the jobs can 
be readily moved between machines without any penalty, while 
this may not be realistic, for instance due to the cost of job mi-
gration and data locality. For a problem with m machines and 
n jobs, we show that the time-slotted scheduling problem is re-
lated to the Birkhoff-von Neumann decomposition [4] and develop 
a O ({max(m, n)}4.5)-algorithm that finds a feasible job schedule 
under the fractional precedence constraints, if the sufficient condi-
tions hold. Then, we prove that the gap between the necessary and 
sufficient conditions can be made sufficiently small, as the time 
line is divided into smaller time slots. Introducing a new matrix 
decomposition method, we show that the achieved makespan by 
our feasible scheduling algorithm is indeed the same as that in 
the sufficient conditions. These results allow us to provide a bi-
section search algorithm to find the optimal makespan, by solving 
a linear programming Problem for feasibility check. The achieved 
approximation ratio is proven to be 1 + ε , with an algorithm of 
complexity O (poly(1/ε)) for any ε > 0. Thus, the proposed al-
gorithm is approximately optimal for preemptive scheduling with 
fractional precedence constraints on unrelated machines. The nu-
merical results also demonstrate the improvement of makespan 
with fractional precedence constraints as compared to strict prece-
dence constraints.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as fol-
lows.

1. We propose fractional precedence constraints to formalize a 
novel notion of precedence constraints, where the progress of 
follower jobs has to lag behind (fractionally) their leads.

2. By establishing the sufficient and necessary conditions of the 
constrained job scheduling, we develop a novel matrix de-
composition algorithm to verify the feasibility of a makespan 
objective.

3. An approximately optimal algorithm is provided for preemp-
tive scheduling with fractional precedence constraints on un-
related machines, with an objective of minimizing makespan.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formu-
lates the problem. Section 3 describes the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the proposed problems, and provides a feasible al-
gorithm. Further, Section 3 also shows that the proposed sufficient 
conditions can provide a feasible algorithm, and an algorithm to 
verify the sufficient conditions. Section 4 proves the approximation 
ratio of 1 + ε . Section 5 provides a numerical result comparing the 
approach with strict precedence constraints. Section 6 concludes 
this paper.

2. Problem formulation

We consider a set of n jobs to be scheduled on m machines. We 
denote the set of jobs as J = {1, · · · , n}, and the set of machines 
as I = {1, · · · , m}. The processing time of the job j on machine i is 
pi, j . For the simplicity of notation, let p j be defined as p1, j . Fur-
ther, we denote the velocity of i-th machine when processing job 
j by vi, j = pi, j/p j . Thus, machine 1 will have unit velocity 1 for 
each job, and the velocities of other machines represent how fast 
or slow they are in terms of processing job j, relative to machine 
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1. At any given time, we assume that any job j can only be pro-
cessed by at most one machine. In this paper, we consider a class 
of fractional precedence constraints that are defined as follows.

Definition 1. For any two jobs j, j′ , having a fractional precedence 
constraint j ≺ j′ implies that the completion percentage of (lead) 
job j must be greater than or equal to the completion percentage 
of (follower) job j′ at any time.

The fractional precedence constraint j ≺ j′ implies that the 
progress of job j′ lags behind that of job j at all times. We employ 
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (J , E) to represent the frac-
tional precedence constraints of the jobs. More precisely, the set 
of vertices J denote the set of jobs, and a fractional precedence 
constraint j ≺ j′ is represented as an arc ( j, j′) ∈ E .

We assume that the scheduling strategy is preemptive. In other 
words, a job can be paused at any time and resumed later on the 
same or a different machine. In the presence of general DAG frac-
tional precedence constraints and the preemptive scheduling, this 
paper aims to minimize the makespan, which is defined as the 
time taken to complete all the jobs on the unrelated machines.

3. Proposed algorithm

We first establish the necessary conditions for the preemptive 
job scheduling problem on unrelated machines under fractional 
precedence constraints. These are followed by a set of sufficient 
conditions for the problem. In particular, the sufficient conditions 
are proven by providing a feasible scheduling algorithm that uti-
lizes a new matrix decomposition, related to the Birkhoff-von Neu-
mann decomposition [4]. Then, a low-complexity algorithm is pro-
vided to check when the sufficient conditions hold. It enables us to 
develop an overall scheduling algorithm relying on bisection search 
of the makespan objective.

In the following subsections, we consider a time-slotted system, 
where the time is partitioned into equal-size time slots. We denote 
xi, j,t as the time fraction spent on machine i to process job j, 
during time slot t . Namely, we process size xi, j,t · vi, j of job j on 
machine i in time slot t . Let xi, j,0 = 0 for any job j and machine i, 
initially at time t = 0.

One of the key aspects of the algorithm is to find whether there 
exists a feasible schedule for a given makespan. Section 3.1 estab-
lishes necessary conditions on xi, j,t such that a feasible schedule 
exists for a given makespan. Section 3.2 provides sufficient condi-
tions such that a valid schedule can be designed to achieve the 
makespan. In particular, to prove that these conditions are indeed 
sufficient, a scheduling algorithm is proposed in Section 3.3. This 
scheduling algorithm is analyzed in Section 3.3. We give a proof 
that if the sufficient conditions hold, the proposed schedule fin-
ishes the jobs by time T , thus achieving the target makespan. 
Finally, even though sufficient conditions have been provided, we 
require a computationally efficient algorithm to verify if these con-
ditions are satisfied, which is provided in Section 3.4. This com-
pletes the analysis of our proposed algorithm.

Having identified an algorithm, we need to verify if there is 
a feasible schedule with a given makespan. To this end, a binary 
search is used to find lowest makespan such that there is a feasible 
schedule. After finding the minimum makespan (within ε gap), the 
scheduling algorithm in Section 3.3 with that makespan can be 
used. This overall algorithm is described in Section 3.5.

3.1. Necessary conditions

In this subsection, we will provide a set of necessary conditions 
on xi, j,t , such that all jobs are finished by T time slots.
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First, every xi, j,t is non-negative:

xi, j,t ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, ∀ j ∈ {1, · · · ,n}, ∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T }.
(1)

In any time slot t ∈ {1, · · · , T }, a machine i can process at most 
1 fraction of content. Thus, we have

n∑
j=1

xi, j,t ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, ∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T }. (2)

In any time slot t , a job j cannot be processed at the same time 
by different machines. Note that 

∑m
i=1 xi, j,t represents the fraction 

of time taken for job j in time slot t among all machines. If this 
exceeds 1, it is impossible to avoid intersection of time where dif-
ferent machines are processing job j. Therefore, we have

m∑
i=1

xi, j,t ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ {1, · · · ,n}, ∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T }. (3)

To ensure that each job is completed, we have

T∑
t=1

m∑
i=1

xi, j,t vi, j = p j, ∀ j ∈ {1, · · · ,n}. (4)

By the definition of fractional precedence constraints, if j ≺ j′ , 
the proportion completed for j′ until the end of time t cannot 
exceed the proportion completed for j until time t .

1

p j′

m∑
i=1

t∑
s=0

xi, j,s vi, j′ ≤ 1

p j

m∑
i=1

t∑
s=0

xi, j,s vi, j ∀ j ≺ j′,

∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T }. (5)

We however note that all these constraints are necessary, but 
they might not give a feasible scheduling algorithm even if all the 
conditions are satisfied.

3.2. Sufficient conditions

In this subsection, we will provide a set of sufficient conditions 
on xi, j,t , such that the all jobs are finished by time T . The proof 
of sufficiency of these conditions will be shown in the following 
subsection.

The problem of minimizing makespan with fractional prece-
dence constraints can be reduced to a set of decision problems {
D(T ) : T = 1, · · · , 	∑ j p j/ mini, j{vi, j}


}
, where D(T ) returns 

whether there exists a feasible preemptive scheduling which com-
pletes processing in time T . Note that a simple feasible scheduling 
is to assign all jobs to a single machine according to a topological 
ordering based on their precedence-DAG. The makespan for the 
scheduling is upper bounded by 	∑ j p j/ mini, j{vi, j}
. Therefore, 
the optimal makespan is at most 	∑ j p j/ mini, j{vi, j}
.

Suppose for a given T , we want to know if we are able to com-
plete all jobs in T time slots.

The necessary condition (5) can have a situation where the de-
layed job may be running on faster machine and thus there may 
not exist a feasible strategy where we can split the times within 
the time-slot to satisfy the fractional precedence constraint at all 
times. In order to avoid such scenarios, we assume that if j ≺ j′ , 
the proportion completed for j′ until the end of time t cannot ex-
ceed the proportion completed for j until time t − 1. Namely, we 
have
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1

p j′

m∑
i=1

t∑
s=0

xi, j′,s vi, j′ ≤ 1

p j

m∑
i=1

t−1∑
s=0

xi, j,s vi, j ∀ j ≺ j′,

∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T }. (6)

Thus, we let the sufficient conditions be (1)-(4), (6). Since the 
sufficient conditions are weaker than the necessary conditions, 
there will be a gap. However, note that the gap is small if the 
time-slot becomes small, which will be the key to prove approxi-
mate optimality of the proposed algorithm.

3.3. Proof of sufficiency

In this subsection, we will show that (1)-(4), (6) establish the 
sufficient conditions on the existence of a feasible schedule. We 
prove this by constructing a feasible schedule below. Suppose that 
for a given T , the conditions (1)-(4), (6) are satisfied. Further, let 
xi, j,t be a feasible solution that satisfies the conditions. We note 
that based on our system model, a feasible schedule cannot have 
multiple machines processing the same job at the same time, and 
each machine can process only one job at a time.

We can represent the information in xi, j,t by a set of non-
negative matrices Xt of size m × n (for each t), where (Xt)i, j is 
xi, j,t . From our model, matching constraints (that any machine can 
process at most one job at a time, and any job can be processed by 
at most one machine at a time) require that jobs to be processed 
simultaneously cannot locate on the same row or on the same 
column of matrix Xt . Therefore, a decomposition of Xt to pseudo-
permutation matrices (i.e., non-negative matrices having at most 
one positive entry each row and each column) is needed. Note 
that by (2)-(3), the row sum and column sum of matrix Xt is less 
than or equal to 1. We want to find dt

1, · · · , dt
lt ≥ 0, 

∑lt
i=1 dt

i ≤ 1, 
and a set of pseudo-permutation matrices {�1, · · · , �lt }, such that 
we can decompose the matrix Xt into Xt ≤ ∑lt

i=1 dt
i�i (We de-

note ≤ in matrices as the element-wise inequality). If we find 
such a decomposition, we can take dt

i time fraction to process 
the job-machine pairs represented in �i simultaneously for the 
i-th iteration. Since 

∑lt
i=1 di ≤ 1, and by the definition of pseudo-

permutation matrix, we can schedule the jobs from Xt in a unit 
time slot satisfying the required matching constraints.

It is easy to see that such a problem is similar to Birkhoff-von 
Neumann decomposition. Note that by Birkhoff–von Neumann the-
orem [4], the class of r × r doubly stochastic matrices (defined as 
non-negative square matrices whose rows and columns sums to 1) 
is a convex polytope. For any r × r doubly stochastic matrix M , 
there exists θ1, · · · , θk ≥ 0, 

∑k
i=1 θi = 1 and a set of permutation 

matrices {�1, · · · , �k} such that M = ∑k
i=1 θi�i .

Note that Xt may have row sum or column sum less than 
one, and Xt may not be a square matrix. Thus, Birkhoff-von Neu-
mann decomposition cannot be applied directly. We note that a 
non-square matrix cannot be doubly stochastic, limiting the di-
rect use of Birkhoff-von Neumann decomposition. The proposed 
decomposition algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. In line 3, 
we augment Xt to a square matrix X̂t with size r × r, where r is 
the maximum of m and n. We let the entries on the first m rows 
and n columns of X̂t to be the same as the entries in Xt , and let 
the rest of the entries be zero.

Since (2)-(3) guarantee that both the row sum and column sum 
of matrix Xt are less or equal to 1, we use a while loop in line 
4-7 to modify X̂t into a square matrix with each row sum and 
column sum equals to one. We achieve the goal by finding out the 
entry in the location with smallest row sum and column sum in 
each iteration. After each search, we add a number to the entry to 
make sure that at least one of its row sum or column sum reaches 
1, and both modified sums are no greater than 1. Since we turn at 
least one row (or column) to reach a sum of 1 each time, and keep 
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all row sums and column sums less or equal to 1, we can modify 
X̂t to a square matrix with each row sum and column sum equals 
to one on convergence.

In lines 8-18, we build up a sequence of sets At
e : e = 1, · · · , lt

to show the scheduling detail within time slot t . Each set contains 
the time fraction dt

e planned to take for each job jk assigned on 
each machine iq . We construct the sets At

e : e = 1, · · · , lt by de-
composing X̂t into a set of permutation matrices. By definition, a 
permutation matrix is a square binary matrix that has exactly one 
entry of 1 in each row and each column and 0s elsewhere. Each 
permutation matrix can be interpreted as an assignment of jobs if 
we only focus on its upper left m ×n submatrix. For e-th iteration, 
we find the permutation matrices by building up corresponding 
bipartite graphs I ∪ J to find perfect matchings. If X̂t has posi-
tive entry ( X̂t)i, j , we add an edge (i, j) : i ∈ I, j ∈J with capacity 
1 to the bipartite graph. Every time we find a perfect matching, 
we denote the smallest time fraction ( X̂t )i, j as dt

e , add the corre-
sponding (i, j) pairs (only for i = 1, · · · , m and j = 1, · · · , n) and 
time fraction dt

e to At
e . After that, we update X̂t by deducting dt

e

to the corresponding entries in X̂t . We note that lines 8-18 fol-
low the Birkhoff-von Neumann decomposition, since we obtain a 
square matrix which is decomposed into a convex combination of 
permutation matrices. It can be seen that at least one entry of X̂t

is changed to 0 after lines 13-15, so the loop presented in lines 
9-18 terminates after a maximum of O ((max(m, n))2) iterations.

Note that we have modified Xt to X̂t in line 3-7 by adding 
entries and expanding the size, thus the actual fraction of time 
used is less than or equal to that given by the algorithm. Thus, the 
actual algorithm will use no larger fraction of time as compared to 
that given by the decomposition.

Algorithm 1 Scheduling within time slot t .
1: Input: A m × n matrix Xt where (Xt )i, j is xi, j,t .
2: Output: A list of assignments {At

e : e = 1, 2, · · · , lt } with data size {dt
e : e =

1, 2, · · · , lt } to be scheduled in turn within time slot t .
3: Denote r = max{m, n}. Let X̂t be a r × r matrix where ( X̂t )i, j = Xt

i, j for all i ∈ I , 
and for all j ∈J , and let ( X̂t)i, j = 0 elsewhere.

4: while min{min j{∑r
i=1( X̂t )i, j, mini{∑r

j=1( X̂t )i, j}} < 1 do

5: Let i∗ = arg mini
∑r

j=1( X̂t )i, j , and j∗ = arg min j
∑r

i=1( X̂t )i, j

6: Update ( X̂t )i∗, j∗ = ( X̂t )i∗, j∗ + min{1 − ∑r
j=1( X̂t )i∗, j , 1 − ∑r

i=1( X̂t )i, j∗ }.
7: end while
8: Let e denotes the iteration number. Initialize e = 1.
9: while X̂t has non zero element do

10: Build a bipartite graph G = (I, J , E) where (i, j) ∈ E if ( X̂t )i, j > 0. We as-
sign capacity 1 to each edge.

11: Find the maximum matching (perfect matching) in graph G . Without loss of 
generality, suppose the maximum matching contains (i1, j1), · · · , (ir , jr).

12: dt
e = min{( X̂t )i1, j1 , · · · , ( X̂t)ir , jr }.

13: for q = 1 to r do
14: Update ( X̂t )iq , jq = ( X̂t )iq , jq − dt

e .
15: end for
16: Update e = e + 1.
17: At

e = {(ik, jk) : k ∈ {1, · · · , r}, ik ∈ I, jk ∈ J }
18: end while
19: lt = e
20: for e = 1 to lt do
21: For (ik, jk) ∈ At

e assign time fraction de of job jk to machine ik simultane-
ously, if the size left for job jk is less than de , finish what is left.

22: end for

By the properties of Birkhoff-von Neumann decomposition from 
Theorem 1 in [4], we have the following lemma.

Lemma 1. For the dt
e obtained as the result of Algorithm 1, 

∑lt
e=1 dt

e = 1
for any time slot t. Further, the Algorithm 1 is a O (max{m, n}4.5) algo-
rithm.

Proof. We first show that the augmentation of matrix X given by 
the lines 3-7 of Algorithm 1 results in a doubly stochastic matrix. 
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At the end of the while loop, we note that all the row and column 
sums will be 1. So, the only possibility for the augmented matrix 
to not be a doubly stochastic matrix is if the loop never terminates. 
If the augmented matrix is not doubly stochastic, there is at least 
a row as well as a column which does not sum to 1. Thus, we can 
augment the corresponding element on the said row and column 
to make the higher of the sums as 1. Since in each run, at least one 
of the row or the column sums becomes 1, the while loop runs at 
most 2 × max(m, n) times. Thus, the while loop runs finitely many 
times and will result in a doubly stochastic matrix. Further, we 
can see that the arg-min in line 5 takes O (max{m, n}) time. So, 
the overall complexity for augmentation is O (max{m, n}2).

Having shown that the augmentation results in a doubly 
stochastic matrix, the rest of the proof is based on the well-known 
Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem [13], which states that any r × r
doubly stochastic matrix is a convex hull of the set of r × r per-
mutation matrices. Thus, for any r × r doubly stochastic matrices 
M , there exist θ1, · · · , θk ≥ 0, 

∑k
i=1 θi = 1 and a set of permutation 

matrices {�1, · · · , �k} such that M = ∑k
i=1 θi�i . Since, lines 8-18 

of Algorithm 1 follow Birkhoff-von Neumann decomposition of the 
augmented matrix with dt

e being the coefficients of decomposition, ∑lt
e=1 dt

e = 1 for all t .
To understand the Birkhoff-von Neumann decomposition result, 

it can be seen that the loop (line 9) terminates when all the en-
tries of the matrix X̂t are 0 resulting in row and column sums 
being 0 after lt iterations. Following the lines 13-15 of Algorithm 1, 
we note that sum of each row and column is decreased by dt

e at 
each iteration e. Given that X̂t is a doubly stochastic matrix, it 
follows that 

∑lt
e=1 dt

e = 1. The complexity of the Birkhoff-von Neu-
mann decomposition is O (max{m, n}4.5), by mapping the matching 
problem to the maximum flow problem. The details of this com-
plexity can also be seen in [5]. �

Similar statements can be found in Theorem 1 of [13], The-
orem 4.3 of [19], Fact 2 of [16], and Lemma 4 of [18]. Due to 
augmentation and the addition of values in the terms (lines 3-7, 
Algorithm 1), the actual fraction of time taken in any machine will 
be at most 1, thus guaranteeing that the schedule can be com-
pleted within a timeslot.

3.4. Algorithm for verifying sufficient conditions

In this subsection, we give a polynomial time oracle D(T ) to 
decide whether or not there exists a feasible solution satisfying 
(1)-(4), (6) for a given T . In order to do that, we form a linear pro-
gram called LP-FeasibilityChecking, whose solution will determine 
whether the conditions are feasible or not.

Definition 2. For any T , we define the following linear optimiza-
tion as LP-FeasibilityChecking.

min
n∑

j=1

y j (7)

s.t.
n∑

j=1

xi, j,t ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, ∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T }; (8)

m∑
i=1

xi, j,t ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ {1, · · · ,n}, ∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T }; (9)

1

p j′

m∑
i=1

t∑
s=0

xi, j′,s vi, j′ ≤ 1

p j

m∑
i=1

t−1∑
s=0

xi, j,s vi, j

∀ j ≺ j′, ∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T } (10)
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T∑
t=1

m∑
i=1

xi, j,t vi, j + y j = p j, ∀ j ∈ {1, · · · ,n}, (11)

y j ≥ 0, ∀ j ∈ {1, · · · ,n} (12)

xi, j,t ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, ∀ j ∈ {1, · · · ,n},
∀t ∈ {1, · · · , T } (13)

For any T , the above constraints (8)-(13) are always feasible -
since all xi, j,t = 0 and y j = p j is a solution. We solve the linear 
programming problem with T and consider the optimal value for 
a given T .

Definition 3. For any given T , we define f (T ) as the optimal ∑n
j=1 y j achieved by solving the linear optimization problem 

(7)-(13).

If f (T ) = 0, then the constraints (8)-(13) have {xi, j,t} that can 
be satisfied with y j = 0. In other words, {xi, j,t} is a solution for the 
feasibility problem (1)-(4), and (6). If f (T ) > 0, then the problem 
((1)-(4), (6)) has no feasibility. Thus, we obtain the following result.

Lemma 2. We have f (T ) = 0 if and only if (1)-(4) and (6) have a feasible 
solution with parameter T .

Proof. Note that for any fixed T , (1)-(3) and (6) are the same as 
(8)-(10), and (13). If (7)-(13) has an optimal solution with value 0, 
by (12), y j = 0 : j = 1, · · · , n. Therefore (11) is equivalent to (4). In 
other words, if {x j,i,t : t = 1, · · · , T } is a solution to (7)-(13) with 
zero optimal value, it also satisfies (1)-(4), (6), with parameter T .

Similarly, if {xi, j,t} satisfies (1)-(4), (6), {xi, j,t} is a solution for 
(7)-(13) with optimal value 0. Since zero valued objective is fea-
sible and is lowest possible due to (12), zero will be the optimal 
solution. �
3.5. Proposed algorithm

In this section, we provide Algorithm 2 for the overall schedul-
ing. We assume f (0) �= 0. In lines 4-13, we use binary search to 
find the minimum makespan with the help of our defined linear 
programming problem. A simple feasible scheduling is to assign 
all jobs to a single machine according to a topological ordering 
based on their precedence-DAG. The makespan for the scheduling 
is upper bounded by 	∑ j p j/ mini, j{vi, j}
. Therefore, the optimal 
makespan is at most 	∑ j p j/ mini, j{vi, j}
. Note that if f (T1) = 0, 
then f (T2) = 0 for any T2 ≥ T1 by keeping all of the decision vari-
ables the same and setting additional variables equal to zero. Based 
on our definition of polynomial time oracle based on f (T ), we 
find a minimum makespan by binary search starting from inter-
val [0, 	∑ j p j/ mini, j{vi, j}
]. The interval length is decreased to 
half of its previous length. If the intermediate point is feasible, we 
take the left interval, else take the right interval. Once the interval 
shrinks to length 1, we obtain the optimal choice of T for which a 
schedule will be generated.

In line 14, we use the makespan T achieved by the binary 
search above to solve the Linear Programming Problem (LP-T) de-
fined by (7)-(13). The optimal solution of LP-T, {xi, j,t : t = 1, · · · , T }
make up the matrices Xt which provide a scheduling outline (time 
fraction to process each job on each machine within a time slot). 
Lines 15-17 provide a detailed schedule within each time slot us-
ing Algorithm 1. At the end of the cycle, we get a sequence of 
sets {At

e : t = 1, · · · , T , e = 1, · · · , lt} by decomposing the Xt into 
a convex combination of permutation matrices. The coefficients of 
decomposition represent the fraction of time within the time slot 
t and the permutation matrices represent the job-machine pair to 
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be processed in the time fraction. For the overall scheduling, we 
process these sets in the increasing order of e for all time slots.

Algorithm 2 Overall Scheduling Algorithm.
1: Input: n jobs with sizes p j for j ∈ {1, · · · , n}, m machines with velocity vi, j for 

machine i ∈ {1, · · · , m}, job j ∈ {1, · · · , n}.
2: Output: Makespan T , and a list of assignments {At

e : p = 1, 2, · · · , lt , t} with 
data size {dt

e : e = 1, 2, · · · , lt , t} to be scheduled in turn within each time slot 
t = 1, · · · , T .

3: Let T L = 	∑ j p j/ mini, j{vi, j}

4: Binary Search for makespan T : Initialize a = 0, b = T L .
5: while b − a > 1 do
6: Let T =	(a + b)/2
, solve LP-T and find the value of f (	(a + b)/2
)
7: if f (	(a + b)/2
) = 0 then
8: b = 	(a + b)/2

9: else

10: a = (a + b)/2�
11: end if
12: end while
13: T = b
14: Feasible Scheduling: Solve LP-T, and suppose the optimal solution is xi, j,t : for 

all i ∈ I, j ∈ J , and t = 1, · · · , T .
15: for t = 1 to T do
16: Use Algorithm 1 to schedule jobs assigned within time slot t
17: end for

The following theorem shows the feasibility that if the suffi-
cient conditions are satisfied for a makespan of T , the proposed 
algorithm achieves a makespan of T .

Lemma 3. If the sufficient conditions are satisfied, with T as the 
makespan, the total makespan achieved by Algorithm 2 does not exceed 
T .

Proof. Note that X̂t is augmented from Xt , namely each element 
of X̂t is greater or equal to the one in Xt . Within any time slot 
t , we assign at most dt

e time fraction from job jk to machine ik
simultaneously for iteration e, the processing time for job assigned 
on any time slot is less than or equal to 1 (from Lemma 1). Adding 
the processing time for all time slots, we conclude that the total 
completion time does not exceed T . �

For time complexity, note that linear programming problems 
are solvable in polynomial time, (The runtime of using Karmarkar’s 
algorithm is O ((mnT )3.5(mnT )2 · log(mnT ) · log log(mnT ))) [2]. 
Thus, finding solution for f (T ) is polynomial time. The number of 
times that the binary search is used is O (log(

∑
j p j/ mini, j{vi, j})). 

Let T in line 13 be denoted as T0. By Lemma 1, the time com-
plexity of scheduling jobs within one time slot is O (max{m, n}4.5), 
the complexity of scheduling on T0 time slots in lines 14-17 is 
O (max{m, n}4.5T0). Since T in each binary search loop is O (T L)

and so is T0, and T L = O (
∑

j p j/ mini, j{vi, j}), we have the follow-
ing result.

Lemma 4. Algorithm 2 has a complexity of O (poly(max(m, n), 
∑

j p j/

mini, j{vi, j})).

4. Approximation guarantee

We note that the constraints (1)-(5) establish necessary condi-
tions and the constraints (1)-(4), (6) establish sufficient conditions 
for the existence of a feasible schedule. Given Lemma 3, we know 
that with the feasible conditions being satisfied for a given T , we 
can find an algorithm with a makespan of T . To prove the approxi-
mation bound of our proposed algorithm, in the following Lemma, 
we characterize the gap in the number of time-slots taken by the 
optimal algorithm as compared to that taken by the proposed al-
gorithm.
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Lemma 5. Suppose P is the number of jobs in precedence-DAG. Suppose 
the optimal makespan is T1 . Then, the makespan of the proposed algo-
rithm is at-most T1 + P .

Proof. We note that since T1 is the makespan for the optimal 
schedule, the corresponding schedule satisfies (1)-(5) with T = T1. 
Let {xi, j,t : t = 1, · · · , T1} be the above optimal schedule.

By the topological ordering of the precedence-DAG, suppose 
job j is the σ( j)-th job in the sequence. We modify {xi, j,t : t =
1, · · · , T1} to {x̃i, j,t : t = 1, · · · , T1 + P } as the following:

x̃i, j,t =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0, t = 1, · · · ,σ ( j),

xi, j,t−σ ( j)+1, t = σ( j), · · · , T1 + σ( j),

0, t = T1 + σ( j), · · · , T1 + P .

{x̃i, j,t : t = 1, · · · , T1 + P } definitely satisfies (1)-(4), and (6) with 
parameter T = T1 + P . �

Note that the difference between (5) and (6) is one time unit 
in the summation for each precedence constraint. If we change the 
size of a time slot unit, we can make the ratio (T + P )/T arbitrarily 
close to 1. Thus, we have the following result.

Theorem 1. Algorithm 2 provides a feasible scheduling having 1 + ε ap-
proximation rate for any ε > 0, with a complexity of O (poly(1/ε)).

Proof. We note that the ratio gap between the optimal makespan 
and the makespan for the proposed feasible solution can be re-
duced to be arbitrarily close to 1 by expanding the number of 
time-slots. Further, when sufficient conditions are satisfied for any 
T , there is a feasible solution achieving makespan T . For the com-
putational complexity, the loop for binary search runs O (log(1/ε))

times since the number of time-slots are O (1/ε). Solving the linear 
optimization for verifying the feasibility is O (poly(1/ε)), which 
proves the result as in the statement of the theorem. �
5. Numerical results

In order to see the performance of fractional precedence con-
straints, we compare the approach with two baselines; a policy 
assuming strict precedence constraints over full jobs and fractional 
jobs. In this case of fractional jobs, we break down each job into d
equal fractions and strict precedence constraints are assumed over 
the fractions i.e. if j ≺ j′ , the number of completed (processed) 
fractions of job j must be greater than that of job j′ . This will 
numerically demonstrate the advantage of using fractional prece-
dence constraints over strict precedence constraints in scheduling 
problems. We note that for the strict precedence constraints, it has 
been shown that the scheduling is hard to approximate within a 
factor of 2 − ε for any ε > 0, even for identical machines [20]. 
Thus, there are no known efficient solutions for scheduling prob-
lems with strict precedence constraints, and thus we implement a 
heuristic strategy for the baselines.

The comparable strategy assigns the incomplete jobs with the 
least processing time (LPT) on the next available machine. The LPT 
rule orders the jobs in the order of increasing processing times. 
Whenever a machine is freed, the shortest job ready at the time 
will begin processing. This algorithm mainly adapts the least pro-
cessing time with precedence constraints and is described in Algo-
rithm 3.

In lines 4-9, we select the first job on the topologically ordered 
list of all the incomplete jobs and assign it to the available machine 
with the shortest processing time. In lines 10-14, we iterate over 
the rest of the incomplete jobs without any precedence constraints 
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Algorithm 3 A heuristic preemptive scheduling algorithm.
1: Input: n jobs with precedence constraints, represented by a graph G = (V , E), 

where |V | = n. If ( j1, j2) ∈ E , the two jobs j1 and j2 has a precedence con-
straint j1 ≺ j2.

2: Output: A feasible, preemptive scheduling under strict precedence constraints.
3: while There exists at least one incomplete job do
4: List all of the incomplete jobs (we only consider the incomplete part of jobs 

as the whole jobs from now on).
5: Label the k incomplete jobs with topological ordering and denote the list as 

σ(1), · · · , σ(k).
6: Label all of the machines as available. Label all of the jobs in the list as uns-

elected.
7: Select the machine having least processing time of job σ(1). Label the se-

lected machine as unavailable, and label σ(1) as selected.
8: Denote t as the time needed for σ(1) to be completed on the selected ma-

chine.
9: Assign job σ(1) on the machine for time t .

10: for j = 2, · · · , k do
11: if There is no (σ (1), σ( j)) ∈ E , for all job selected then
12: Select the available machine having least processing time of job σ( j). 

Label the selected machine as unavailable, and label σ( j) as selected.
13: end if
14: end for
15: end while

Fig. 1. Makespan as a function of connectivity in the job graph.

with the first job and assign them to available machines based on 
their least processing times.

We assume that there are 30 jobs to be processed on eight ma-
chines. The processing task size of each job is taken uniform in 
(0, 10), and the velocities of the machines are assumed to be uni-
form in (0, 1). Once the task sizes and the velocities are generated, 
they are kept fixed for the experiment. To model the constraints 
between the jobs, we assume that the graph is formed as a ran-
dom graph, where any two jobs are connected with probability p. 
Further, the jobs are assumed to be ordered from 1 to 30, and the 
direction is from the lower numbered job to the higher numbered 
job indicating that the higher numbered job needs the lower num-
bered job to be finished if there is a connection between them. 
This is done to avoid cyclic characteristics in the generated job 
graph.

Fig. 1 shows the improved makespan for the proposed fractional 
precedence constraint algorithm and compares it to the processing 
time that is resulted from existing heuristic scheduling algorithms 
under strict precedence constraints over full jobs [20] and frac-
tional jobs. It can be observed that the proposed algorithm per-
forms significantly better than the heuristic algorithms. However 
the gap in performance is reduced as the number of fractions d
increases. Despite the performance, it should be noted that the 
heuristic algorithms do not provide any formal notions of conver-
gence guarantees. We also note that as p increases (i.e., when jobs 
have higher precedence dependence), the proposed approach does 
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not result in a large increase of makespan since the proposed al-
gorithm taking into account fractional precedence constraints can 
efficiently schedule the jobs and eliminate server idle times, while 
this is not the case with the strict precedence algorithm where the 
makespan increases significantly with p.

6. Conclusions

This paper formalizes the notion of fractional precedence con-
straints, where the progress of follower jobs has to lag behind 
lead jobs. Approximation algorithms are developed to solve the 
preemptive scheduling problem under fractional precedence con-
straints on unrelated machines, with an objective of minimiz-
ing makespan. The proposed algorithm achieves an approximation 
bound of 1 + ε , for any ε > 0, and is thus approximately opti-
mal. This paper gives novel results for minimizing makespan with 
the fractional precedence constraints assuming certain ideal condi-
tions such as ignoring some realistic constraints on data migration. 
Extending the proposed model and algorithm with such practi-
cal considerations is an open problem and will be considered in 
our future work. There has been limited literature on the approxi-
mate algorithms for weighted completion time objective with gen-
eral fractional precedence constraints. Considering the objective of 
weighted completion time would be an interesting open problem.
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